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Continuing Education (LAC 46:VIII.Chapter 8) 

This Rule establishes the requirements for each licensed behavior analyst and state certified assistant behavior 
analyst to complete continuing education hours within biennial reporting periods beginning in December 2016. 
Continuing education is an ongoing process consisting of learning activities that increase professional development. 	  

Title 46 
PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS 

Part VIII.  Behavior Analysts 
Chapter 8. Continuing Education Requirements for Licensed Behavior Analysts and State Certified 

Assistant Behavior Analysts 
§801. Preface 

A. Pursuant to R.S. 37:3713, each licensed behavior analyst and state certified assistant behavior analyst is 
required to complete continuing education hours within biennial reporting periods. Continuing education is an 
ongoing process consisting of learning activities that increase professional development. Continuing professional 
development activities: 

1. are relevant to the practice of behavior analysis, education and science; 
2. enable behavior analysts to keep pace with emerging issues and technologies; and 
3. allow behavior analysts to maintain, develop, and increase competencies in order to improve services to the 

public and enhance contributions to the profession. 
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S. 37:3713. 
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Health and Hospitals, Behavior Analyst Board, LR 42: 

§803. Requirements 
A. For the reporting periods that begin December 2016 and henceforth, 32 credits of continuing professional 

development will be required in the biennial reporting period for licensed behavior analysts and 20 credits for state 
certified assistant behavior analysts. The hours must conform to the distribution listed below. 

B. Within each reporting period, four of the required hours or credits of continuing professional development 
must be within the area of ethics. 

C. Licensees can accumulate continuing professional development credits in six categories. 
1. Academic 

a. Completion of graduate level college or university courses. Course content must be entirely behavior 
analytic. Courses must be from a United States or Canadian institution of higher education fully or provisionally 
accredited by a regional, state, provincial or national accrediting body, or approved by the board. 

b. One academic semester credit is equivalent to 15 hours of continuing education and one academic 
quarter credit is equivalent to 10 hours of continuing education. Any portion or all of the required number of hours 
of continuing education may be applied from this category during any two-year certification period. 

c. Required documentation is a course syllabus and official transcript. 
2. Traditional Approved Events 

a. Completion of events sponsored by providers approved by the Behavior Analyst Certification Board. 
Any portion or all of the total required number of hours of continuing education may be applied from this category 
during any three-year certification period. 

b. Required documentation is a certificate or letter from the approved continuing education (ACE) provider. 
3. Non-Approved Events 

a. Completion or instruction of a seminar, colloquium, presentation, conference event, workshop or 
symposium not approved by the BACB, only if they relate directly to the practice of behavior analysis. A maximum 
of 25 percent of the total required number of hours of continuing education may be applied from this category 
during any two-year certification period.  

b. Required documentation is an attestation signed and dated by the certificant. 
c. Approval of these events is at the discretion of the board. 

4. Instruction of Continuing Education Events 



a. Instruction by the applicant of a category 1 or 2 continuing education events, on a one-time basis for each 
event, provided that the applicant was present for the complete event. A maximum of 50 percent of the total required 
number of hours of continuing education may come from this category during any two-year certification period. 

b. Required documentation is a letter from the department chair on letterhead from the university at which a 
course was taught or a letter from the approved continuing education (ACE) provider's coordinator. 

5. Passing BACB Exam 
a. Passing, during the second year of the applicant’s certification period, the BACB certification 

examination appropriate to the type of certification being renewed. LBA’s may only take the BCBA examination; 
SCABA’s may only take the BCaBA examination for continuing education credit. Passing the appropriate 
examination shall satisfy the continuing education requirement for the current recertification period. 

b. Required documentation is a verification letter of passing score from the BACB. 
6. Scholarly Activities 

a. Publication of an ABA article in a peer-reviewed journal or service as reviewer or action editor of an 
ABA article for a peer reviewed journal. A maximum of 25 percent of the total required number of hours of 
continuing education may come from this category during any two-year certification period. The credit will only be 
applied to the recertification cycle when the article was published or reviewed: 
 i. one publication = 8 hr.; 
 ii. one review = 1 hr. 

b. Required documentation is a final publication listing certificant as author, editorial decision letter (for 
action editor activity), or letter of attestation from action editor (for reviewer activity). 

AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S. 37:3713. 
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Health and Hospitals, Behavior Analyst Board, LR 42: 

§805. Extensions/Exemptions 
A. Licensees on extended active military service outside the state of Louisiana during the applicable reporting 

period and who do not engage in delivering behavior analysis services within the state of Louisiana may be granted 
in extension or an exemption if the board receives a timely confirmation of such status. 

B. Licensees who are unable to fulfill the requirement because of illness or other personal hardship may be 
granted an extension or an exemption if timely confirmation of such status is received by the board. 

C. Newly licensed behavior analysts or state certified assistant behavior analysts are exempt from continuing 
professional development requirements for the remainder of the year for which their license or certification is 
granted. 

AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S. 37:3713. 
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Health and Hospitals, Behavior Analyst Board, LR 42: 

§807. Noncompliance 
A. Noncompliance shall include, in part, incomplete reports, unsigned reports, failure to file a report, and failure 

to report a sufficient number of acceptable continuing professional development credits. 
B. Failure to fulfill the requirements of the continuing professional development rule shall cause the license to 

lapse pursuant to  
C. If the licensee fails to meet continuing professional development requirements by the appropriate date, the 

license shall be regarded as lapsed at the close of business December 31 of the year for which the licensee is seeking 
renewal. 

D. The Louisiana Behavior Analyst Board shall serve written notice of noncompliance on a licensee determined 
to be in noncompliance. The notice will invite the licensees to request a hearing with the board or its representative 
to claim an exemption or to show compliance. All hearings shall be requested by the licensee and scheduled by the 
board in compliance with any time limitations of the Administrative Procedure Act. 

AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S. 37:3713. 
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Health and Hospitals, Behavior Analyst Board, LR 42: 

§809. Reinstatement 
A. For a period of two years from the date of lapse of the license, the license may be renewed upon proof of 

fulfilling all continuing professional development requirements applicable through the date of reinstatement and 
upon payment of all fees due under R.S. 37:3714.  

B. After a period of two years from the date of lapse of the license, the license may be renewed by payment of a 
fee equivalent to the application fee and renewal fee. 

AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S. 37:3713-3714. 
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Health and Hospitals, Behavior Analyst Board, LR 42: 



Family Impact Statement 
The Behavior Analyst Board hereby issues this Family Impact Statement as set forth in R.S. 49:972. The proposed 

Rule and adoption of the Rule related to continuing education is being implemented to guarantee the licensing 
authority can safeguard the public welfare of this state and will have no known foreseeable impact on the stability of 
the family; authority and rights of parents regarding the education and supervision of their children; functioning of 
the family; family earnings and family budget; behavior and personality responsibility of children; or the ability of 
the family or a local government to perform the function as contained in the proposed Rule.  

Poverty Impact Statement 
The proposed Rule creates a new Rule, LAC 46:VIII. Chapter 8. The Rule should not have any known or 

foreseeable impact on any child, individual or family as defined by R.S. 49:973(B). In particular, there should be no 
known or foreseeable effect on: 

1. the effect on household income, assets, and financial security; 
2. the effect on early childhood development and preschool through postsecondary education development; 
3. the effect on employment and workforce development; 
4. the effect on taxes and tax credits; 
5. the effect on child and dependent care, housing, health care, nutrition, transportation, and utilities 

assistance. 
Public Comments 

Interested persons may submit written comments to Rhonda Boe, Executive Director, 8706 Jefferson Highway, 
Suite B, Baton Rouge, LA 70809. All comments must be submitted by 12 p.m. on June 9, 2016. 

 
Rhonda Boe 

Executive Director	  


